
TruCk BodIES
Lighter.
Longer life.
Lower total cost of ownership. 

Finally.



Your ability to deliver freight efficiently and predictably has never 
been more important to your customers and to your business. 
Look no further than Wabash for a truck body with the quality and 
performance required to meet today’s industry demands.

Introducing the Final Mile Series of dry truck bodies, featuring 
Wabash DuraPlate® technology, and the Cold Chain Series of 
refrigerated truck bodies, featuring breakthrough molded structural 
composite with thermal (MSCT) technology.

The best-performing truck bodies you will ever operate.

Real ROI is finally here. Wabash National introduces the more 
durable, longer-lasting truck body you’ve been waiting for—with  
a lower total cost of ownership.



“I absolutely, fully 
believe that Wabash 
truck bodies have 
revolutionized the way 
we can do things. I’ve 
reached out to the rest 
of our branch managers 
to let them know that 
the next time they’re 
ready to buy a box truck, 
they need to seriously 
consider bringing the 
Wabash product into 
their fleet.”

Eric Cameron, branch manager
American Metals Supply Company

At our ISO 9001 facility, craftsmanship and lean manufacturing aren’t just our strength, they’re our culture.

Experience-driven performance.

Listening to carriers and understanding that they measure performance 
in cost per mile—that’s what drives innovation at Wabash National. 
We’ve developed high-performing truck bodies that deliver the peace of 
mind that comes from knowing you are being taken care of by Wabash. 
Reliability in both product and service makes operating Wabash truck 
bodies easier and more valuable to your business than any other option 
available today.

Warranty like no other. 

Like our truck bodies themselves, we created a high-performing warranty 
to back them.* 

The Wabash warranty is simple and straightforward: five-year coverage on 
every truck body part. Across the board. And if your truck bodies are made 
with DuraPlate®, add an additional five years on the sidewalls. 

We’re confident we make the most durable, longest-lasting truck bodies  
in the industry. We want you to be confident too.



Innovation meets low cost of ownership in the Final Mile Series. Featuring proven  
DuraPlate® technology, this durable dry truck body is designed for long-life performance.

Dry Truck Bodies
You don’t have to settle.

One-piece extruded aluminum header provides exceptional damage 
resistance, and the rugged corner posts provide protection against tree limbs 
and other obstacles. Square corners provide maximum cube space.  

Bonded DuraPlate sidewalls are made in the USA and are 4x stronger 
than traditional sheet-and-post designs. Bonded panels eliminate posts, 
snag points and potential leak points while enhancing overall aesthetics. 

Heavy-duty door track protection reduces damage and 
increases uptime. The fully galvanized rear frame provides 
superior corrosion protection and longer life. Recessed grab 
handles resist dock damage time after time.

The 16,000-lb floor rating is standard and forklift capable. The fully galvanized 
subframe provides superior corrosion protection and longer life.

16,000-lb floor rating standard, forklift capable. 
Flooring surfaces available in duct, grocery, textured 
sheet aluminum or MSCT.

Seamless, encapsulated foam design prevents water  
from migrating into the foam and inhibits foam degradation.  
The smooth sidewall is perfect for enhancing decal aesthetics. 

The DuraPlate Difference

American-made DuraPlate consists of two external steel skins thermally bonded to a high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) core. Available in a variety of core formulations to reduce weight in specialty applications, DuraPlate is 
the world’s most advanced sidewall material available. The proof is undeniable. No other truck body composite 
is as durable, impact resistant and aesthetically pleasing as DuraPlate.

Availability Classes Lengths Chassis Packages

Final Mile Series 6–8 18'–28' Any Expedite, LTL or Home Delivery



Refrigerated Truck Bodies
New levels of thermal performance. 

One-piece extruded aluminum header provides exceptional damage 
resistance, and the rugged corner posts provide protection against tree limbs 
and other obstacles. Square corners provide maximum cube space.  

16,000-lb floor rating standard, forklift capable. 
Flooring surfaces available in duct, grocery, textured 
sheet aluminum or MSCT.

U.S. patents pending
**Performance results are based on structural, static, thermal bay and track tests to conventional designs.

Our revolutionary Cold Chain Series truck body is changing the way reefer operators 
think about their trucks and their business. 

High-performance MSCT composite improves 
thermal efficiency up to 25 percent. The structural 
strength eliminates the need for metal or wood in the 
panel, reducing truck body weight up to 15 percent.** 

Seamless, encapsulated foam design prevents water  
from migrating into the foam and inhibits foam degradation.  
The smooth sidewall is perfect for enhancing decal aesthetics. 

Innovative MSCT Technology

Used in the sidewalls, nose, floor and roof, our new molded structural composite with thermal (MSCT)  
technology boosts thermal efficiency by up to 25 percent over conventional designs and reduces weight by as 
much as 15 percent—all while providing greater abrasion and impact resistance to extend your truck body life. 

Also available with traditional reefer construction

Our innovative Cold Chain Series truck bodies are also available using more conventional reefer construction. 
But this is where “conventional” stops. From thermal breaks that prevent heat transfer, to our computer-
controlled foaming process that ensures void-free sidewall insulation, these refrigerated truck bodies maintain 
your specified operating temperature, with fewer reefer unit hours.

Availability Classes Lengths Chassis Packages

Cold Chain Series 6–8 18'–28' Any Expedite or Distribution



Wabash National is North America’s leading producer of semi-trailers. In fact, we’ve built  

more than 1,000,000 of them. 

Truck bodies are the next chapter in our proud heritage—one built on a culture of continuous 

improvement and with a commitment to understanding customer needs. Wabash is ready to raise 

the bar in final mile transportation—and bring operational efficiencies to you.

We’ve perfected truck bodies by leveraging our R&D test center and applying the same innovative 

engineering we’ve poured into our trailer products for decades. The result: high-performance truck 

bodies unlike any other.

Everything Wabash stands for—now in a truck body.

Why Wabash truck bodies? 

Learn more at wabashtruckbodies.com or call a 
Wabash truck body representative at 877-429-5180.

For financing options, go to wabashfinancial.com

*See the Wabash National Standard Terms and Conditions: Truck Bodies for details on 
the 5-year limited warranty. See the Wabash National Standard Limited Warranty for 
details on the 10-year limited warranty provided for DuraPlate sidewalls produced by 
Wabash National after 2005. 

Base specifications are accurate at the time of publication and are subject to change 
without notice, custom options are available; please consult your Wabash National 
representative for additional information. 

© 2017 Wabash National, L.P. All rights reserved. DuraPlate®, Wabash® and Wabash 
National® are marks owned by Wabash National.




